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Studying the Competition





Use of AI and ML in their system

Standardising job costs will complicate 
our model

Aggregator transferring the job pay from 
customer to worker

Understand the whole structure of how 
a startup works



The Target Market



Tier 2 and Tier 3 cities of India and 
Sub-urban localities.

Leverage on existing informal work 
relationships.

Smaller hardware stores looking to grow 
business beyond local customer base

Physical presence on the field, not just an 
abstract concept.



Users Incentive-Value 
Analysis





Convenience

Honest Ratings

One Stop Payments Transparency Brand Trust
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More Sales

On-Boarding

Brand Affiliation

Troubleshooting

Marketing

Billing Honesty Smartphone
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Job Opportunities Certification Formal Connection

Smartphone



Revenue Streams



Convenience Fee: 

for using our service

Customer Hardware Store Worker

Commission per Sale Freemium Model



Convenience Fee: 

for using our service

Customer Hardware Store Worker

Commission per Sale Freemium Model

Access to all 
relevant job 

listings

Access to 
only one 

listing

SubscriptionFree



Revised System











Digital User Interface









Scenario



Customer

Mr Aranjeet Sharma’s fan stopped working, so he thought of using the EZwork app he 
had known from a whatsapp forward to get help.



Customer

He goes to the EZwork app on his phone, he signs up using phone number- OTP 
based authentication.



He selects the job type as "electrician" and enters a job query "my fan is not working since 
morning" and he specifies a time slot as 4PM today, and he submits a job request. 



Worker

The app says "we have received your request, we'll inform you as soon as we have someone to fix it" on the customer 
side. Chand pasha who is our EZwork registered electrician receives a notification of the same  job on his phone.




Customer

Worker

The worker accepts the job, and the status changes to connected to a worker.




Worker

Customer

The worker approaches the customer, investigates the problem, and finds out it's the 
problem with the fan regulator, so he suggests the fan regulator should be replaced.




Worker

Hardware store

He goes to the EZwork store to get the materials.



Hardware store

Worker

The field agent scans the barcode on workers phone to authenticate and connect 
with the job.



Hardware store

He then bills the materials into our system using our app.



The worker finishes the job.



Customer

Worker

₹160

He negotiates the price with the customer and inputs in his app. Combined bill of our convenience fee, materials 
bill and labour will be shown, and the customer can pay through cash, net banking or UPI through the app



Way Forward
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